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In this paper we study groups with the following property. 
DEFINITION. If K and H are subgroups of a group G, H Q K, and when- 
ever a and ab are members of G - K there exists exactly one h E H with the 
property ah = ub, then (G, K, H) is called a Ts-triple and G is called a 
Ts-group. 
The results in this paper may be regarded as a generalization of those in 
[I]. The groups studied in that paper were Ts-triples (G, K, H) with the 
property K = H. 
The results of this paper are that if (G, K, H) is a Ta-triple, G is finite and 
G - N(K) contains an involution, then G contains a normal subgroup N 
such that the factor group G/N is isomorphic to either 
(1) the group of all similarities over a field, or 
(2) the group of all bilinear transformations over a field. 
Moreover N is either the centre of G or is the intersection of K with one 
of its conjugates. 
This result is stated exactly in Theorems 1 and 2. 
1. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENTS OF THE Two MAIN THEOREMS 
NOTATIONS. H CI G means that H is a normal subgroup of the group G; 
N(H) is the normalizer of H; C(h) is the centralizer of h; 1 H [ is order of H; 
(G; H) is the index of H in G; G - H is the set of elements in G but not in 
H; ax = x-lax; Hx = x-lHx, $3 is the empty set; addition of sets means 
disjoint union; G’ is the derived group of G; if H 4 G, then G/H is the factor 
group of H in G; Z(G) is the centre of G. 
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PGL(2, F) is the group of all bilinear mappings 
az + b 
‘-D+ 
ad - bc # 0 
over the field F. 
S(2, F) is the group of all similarity mappings 
z-+az+b, af0 
over the field F. 
The two main theorems may now be stated precisely. 
THEOREM 1. I f  (G, K, H) is a T,-triple, G is jinite, a is an involution 
of G - N(K), and H n Ka f 1, then either 
(1) G/Z(G) is isomorphic to a group PGL(2, F), or 
(2) K n Ka is a normal subgroup of G and G/K n Ka is isomorphic to 
a group S(2, F). 
THEOREM 2. If (G, K, H) is a T,-triple, G is Jinite, a is an involution 
contained in G - N(K) and H n Ka = 1, then G/Z(G) is isomorphic to a 
group S(2, F). 
As will be seen in Section 2, all possibilities described in these theorems 
actually occur. 
2. EXAMPLES OF T3-G~oups 
1. Let F be a field and let G = GL(2, F) be the group of all nonsingular 
2 x 2 matrices over F. Let K be the subgroup of G containing all such 
matrices which have zero in the 2 - 1 position. Let H be the subgroup of K 
containing all matrices of K which have 1 in the I - 1 position and let L be 
the subgroup of H containing all matrices of H which have zero in the 1 - 2 
position. 
A simple direct calculation shows that both (G, K, H) and (K, H, L) are 
Ts-triples. (G, K, H) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and (K, H, L) 
those of Theorem 2. 
2. It is shown in [I] that S(2, F) is a Ta-group for any field F, and that 
PGL(2, F) is a Ts-group if the characteristic of F is two. 
3. Let V be a two dimensional vector space over a field F and let A be the 
group of all nonsingular matrices over F of the form (g “,). Then making use 
of the group structure of V we can form the semidirect product G = A x V. 
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Let K be the subgroup of G consisting of all pairs of the form [(i :), (x, y)] 
and let H be the subgroup of K consisting of all pairs of the form 
[G 39 (x, O)l* 
Then (G, K, H) is a Ts-triple. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we prove some preliminary results which will be used later. 
Throughout the section (G, K, H) is an arbitrary Ts-triple. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ifh E H, h f  1, then C(h) C K. 
Proof. If g E G - K then, by the property T3 , there is a unique element 
h E H with the property gh = g, namely h = 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  g E G - K, then C(g) n H = 1. 
Proqf. This is a restatement of 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.3. I f  g E G - K, then K = (C(g) n K) H = H(C(g) n K). 
Proof. Suppose k E K. Then there is an element h E H with the property 
gh = gk. Then kh-l E C(g) so that k E (C(g) n K) H. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  Hx C K, then x E N(K). 
Proof. If x E K, then x E N(K). If x E G - K, then K = (C(x) n K) H 
so that Kx = (C(x) n K)” Hz = (C(x) n K) Hx C K. Thus x E N(K). 
LEMMA 3.5. If  (G, K, H) and (G, Kl, HI) are T,-triples and H - Kl is 
not empty, then Hx C Kl for every x E G - KH, . 
Proof. Suppose x E G - KH, . If h E H - Kl and h” E G - Kl , then, 
by the property Ta , there is an element h, E Hl with the property hhl = h”. 
Then xhr’ E C(h) C K by Lemma 3.1. Thus x E Kh, C KH, which is a 
contradiction. Hence (H - K,)” _C Kl . But H - Kl is not empty and so 
generates H. Thus H” C Kl . 
LEMMA 3.6. If  x E G and Hx n (G - K) is not empty, then 
G = KH” + N(K)% = K&H + N(K). 
Proof. First, x E G - KHz for otherwise 1 E Kx-lH so that x E K. Then 
Hx C K so that Hx n (G - K) is empty. Now suppose y E G - KHx. It is 
clear that (G, K”, H”) is a T,-triple so that by Lemma 3.5, either HY C K” or 
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H C P. In the latter case it follows from Lemma 3.4 that x E N(P) so that 
K = Kx which is impossible. Hence Hg C Kz. Thus Hy”-’ _C K so that, by 
Lemma 3.4yx-l E N(K), i.e., y  E N(K) x which proves the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.7. If x E G and Hx n (G - K) is not empty, then KHx = KKx. 
Proof. Certainly KKx I-I N(K) x is empty, for otherwise Kx _C N(K) x _C KK” 
so that x E K which is impossible. Thus KK” L G - N(K) x = KHx. 
Clearly KH= C KKz. 
LEMMA 3.8. If KI is a subgroup of G, K _C KI and K f KI , then KI 4 G. 
Proof. Suppose g E KI - K and x E G. If  gx E K then gx E KI . 
I f  gx E G - K then, by the property T3, there is an h E H with the property 
gh = g”. But HE KI so that g” = gh E KI . Hence (KI - K)” _C KI . But 
KI f  K so that KI - K generates KI . Hence K,” C KI so that KI 4 G. 
LEMMA 3.9. If (G, K, H) and (G, KI , HJ are T,-triples, 
h E H, h, E HI , k E K and h”l = hk, then h, E K. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses, h,k-l E C(h) C K by Lemma 3.1. Hence 
h,EKk = K. 
LEMMA 3.10. If x E G - N(K), then C(x) n K = C(x) n Kx and 
K n KS = (C(X) n K)(H n K*) = (C(X) n Ka)(Hs n K). 
Proof. (C(X) n K) = (C(X) n K)” = C(X) n Kz. 
The second equalities follow from 3.3. 
4. THE NORMALIZER OF K IS K 
In Sections 5 and 6 we wish to regard G is a permutation group on the left 
cosets of K in G. To this end we now prove 
THEOREM 4.1. If (G, K, H) is a T,-triple, G is finite, and G - N(K) 
contains an involution a, then N(K) = K. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction, that N(K) + K. The proof 
proceeds by a number of lemmas. In each of these we assume that (G, K, H) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 and that N(K) # K. 
LEMMA 4.2. N(K) Q G. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.8. 
LEMMA 4.3. If  x E G - N(K) then G = N(K) + N(K) x. 
Proof. Suppose x E G - N(K). Then, by Lemma 3,4, Hz n (G - K) is 
not empty, so that by Lemma 3.6, G = KHx + N(K) X. But by Lemma 4.2, 
N(K) CI G so that H* C N(K). Hence KHz C N(K) so that the result 
follows. 
Lemmas 4.4 to 4.6 are immediate consequences of Lemma 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.4. If  x E G - N(K), then N(K) = KHz = KK”. 
Proof. By 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.5. K has only two conjugates in G, namely K and Ka. 
LEMMA 4.6. K n Ka 4 G. 
LEMMA 4.7. N(K)’ C K n Ka where N(K)’ is the derived group of N(K). 
Proof. Suppose x, y E Ka. If both x, y E K, then x-lx~ E K n Ka. Suppose 
x $ K. Now y E N(K) so that xv 4 K. Hence, by the property T3, there 
exists h E H with the property xh = x*. Then x-W = x-lxh = (h-l)” h E K, 
since h E K, x E N(K). H ence (KQ)’ C K n Ku. But, by 4.4, N(K) = KaK 
so that the factor groups N(K)/K and Ka/K n Ka are isomorphic. Hence 
N(K)’ C K. Also N(K)’ = N(Ka)’ _C Ka which proves the result. 
LEMMA 4.8. N(K)/K n Ka is the direct product of K/K n Ka and 
Ka/K n Ku. 
Proof. This follows because, by 4.4, N(K) = KaK. 
LEMMA 4.9. N(K)/K contains no proper subgroups. 
Proof. Suppose KC M _C N(K), M is a subgroup and K # M. Then 
by Lemma 3.8, M CI G. But K C M so that Ka C M. Hence KKa C M, i.e., 
N(K) C M. Thus M = N(K) which proves the result. 
LEMMA 4.10. N(K)/K is cyclic of prime order. 
Proof. By 4.9. 
L~~h~4.11. IN(K)I=2jKI. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then, by Lemma 4.3, there exist 
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h, , h, E H - Ku such that h;‘h, E H - Ka. Put y = h,h,=. Now y E G - K, 
for if h,hza E K then hza E K so that h, E K”. Similarly y E G - Ku. Now, 
y, y” E G - K” so that, by the property T3, there exists h E H with the 
property yh = ya. Then ya E yh(K n Ku) = y(K n Ku) by Lemma 4.3. 
That is (h,h,“)” E h,hza(K n Ku). But a2 = 1 so that we have 
hIah E h,h2a(K n Ku). Thus (h,h;l)a E (h,h;l)(K n Ka) as N(K)l C K n Ka 
by Lemma 4.7. Thus (h,h;‘)@ E K and hence h,h;’ E K n Ka which is a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.12. H - Ka consists of exactly one class of conjugates of K. 
Proof. ByLemmas4.3and4.11, IHI =2/HnKaj =2/H=nKI. 
But H Q K and H n Ka 4 H, so that, if h E H - Ka, then by the property 
T3 , h has 1 Ha n K ( conjugates in H - Ka. But 1 H - Ku I = I Ha n K I 
which proves the result. 
LEMMA 4.13. If h E H - Ka, then h4 = 1. 
Proof. Suppose h E H - Ka and h2 f 1. Then, by 4.1 I, h3 E H - Ka so 
that by 4.12, there exists a unique x E Ha with the property h” = h3. If 
y = xhZ we then have hY = h3. But h2 E K” so that y E Ha. Hence, by the 
uniqueness of x, y = x, i.e., xh2 = x, i.e., (h2)” = h2. But (h2)” = h6 so 
that h4 = 1. 
LEMMA 4.14. If h E H n Ha, then ha = h-l. 
Proof. We have (H n Ha)a = H n Ha since a2 = 1, and by 3.2, 
C(a) n H n Ha = 1. The result follows. 
LEMMA 4.15. If h, , h, E H - Ka, then h12 = h22. 
Proof. Put h12 = a, h22 = 8. Now, by 4.12 and the property T3 , there 
exists x E Ha n K with the property h,” = h, . Hence 01~ = /3. Now 
Ha n K 4 K n Ka so that a-ip = (Y-V = (x-l)a x E Ha n K. Hence 
a--l/3 E Ha n H, say /3 = ay, y E H n Ha. Then 1 = ,!!I2 = (a~)~ so that 
ya = y-1. But, by Lemma 4.14 y” = y-r so that CUZ-l E C(y). But y E H and 
ola-1EG-Ksothat,byLemma3.1,y=1i.e.,ol=/3. 
LEMMA 4.16. H n Ka is Abe&m 
Proof. If x E H n Ka, h E H - Ka, then, by Lemma 4.15 (hx)2 = h2, i.e., 
xh = x-l. Hence the mapping x -+ x-l is an automorphism of H n Ka so 
that this group is Abelian. 
LEMMA 4.17. Hn Ha = 1. 
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Proof. Suppose x E H n Ha and h E H - K”. Then by Lemmas 4.14 
and 4.16 we have X@ = x-l = xh. H ence ha-l E C(x) which contradicts 
Lemma 3.1 unless x = 1. 
LEMMA 4.18. (H n K”)(H@ n K) is the direct product of H n Ku and 
Han K. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.17 and the fact that both groups are normal subgroups 
of K n Ku. 
LEMMA 4.19. If h E H - Ka, x E H n Ku, dejke q(x) by the equation 
xah = x”y(x). Then q~ is an. automorphism of H n Ka. 
Proof, I f  x E H n Ku, then v(x) = (x-~)~ xah = [(x-l)” h-lxa] h E H n K” 
by 4.12. If  p)(x) = v’(y) then (yx-l)” = (y~-l)~~. Hence (yx-l)” E Ha, 
h E C((yx-l)“) and h E G - Ka which contradicts Lemma 3.1 unless y  = x. 
From 4.16 H n K” is Abelian which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.20. Let h and q~ be as in Lemma 4.19. Then,.for every x E H n Ku, 
q?(x) = x4. 
Proof. Suppose x E H n Ka. Now hh” E N(K) - K, hh” E N(K) - Ka 
so that by the property T3 there exists y” E Ha with the property 
(hh”)” = (hh”)‘“. Then (~-4~)~~” = X-iya, so that, by the proof of 4.16 
(xY~~)~” = x-4”. Now, by Lemma 3.3, 
C(hh”) n N(K) C (K n Ka) + hh”(K n Ka). 
Hence y  E H n Ku so that 
+y= = (XYUdYNh” = (Yh(X?4YYh)” = (Y-‘(x~(Y))=~(x~(r))) 
= x~(Y)(Y-‘p;(x-‘e(Y)))a. 
Hence, by 4.17 v(y) = x2 and ~J(x-‘v(y)) = y2. Thusy2 = y(xT1x2) = V(X) 
so that v2(x) = v(y2) = x4. 
LEMMA 4.21. H n Ka has odd order and h2 = 1 for all h E H - K”. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.19 and 4.20 the mapping x -+ x4 is an automorphism 
of H n Ku. Hence H n K” has odd order. I f  h E H - K”, then, by Lemma 
4.13, h* = 1. If  h2 f  1, then h2 is an involution of H n Ka which is a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.22. If  h E H - Ku, then (ha)* = 1. 
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Proof. Put /3 = @u)~. Th en, by Lemmas 4.3, 4.8 and 4.11, ,!I E K A K?. 
Now p = hhh” and h is an involution by 4.21 so that fib = p-l. Now h, 
ha E K - Ku so that, by the property T3 , there is an x E Ha with the property 
hz = ha and by 3.9, x E H” n K so that x = (~-l)~ for some y  E H n Ku. 
Then /3ya = (/3ya)h = ,kYyah = /?-iv(y) ya where v  is as in 4.19. Thus 
q(y) = /I2 = (ha)B. Thus (ha)8 E H n Ku, (ha) E G - K which contradicts 
Lemma 3.1 unless (ha)* = 1. 
LEMMA 4.23. H n Ku = 1. 
Proof. Suppose h E H - KO, x E H n KQ and let /I = (ha)“. I f  C+J is as in 
Lemma 4.19 a straightforward calculation shows that tia = x-~~(x-~)~. 
Thus by 4.22 we have q~(ti)” = x8. Hence x4 E H n Ha = 1 by 4.17. But 
HnKahasoddorderandxEHnKa.Thusx = 1. 
LEMMA 4.24. The order of H is 2. 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.11 and 4.23. 
LEMMA 4.25. If h E H - Ka, then ha has order 8. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.22 (ha)* = 1. Suppose (hu)4 = 1. Then, because 
both h and a are involutions (he)h = h”. Hence h E C(ha) _C KQ by Lemma 3.1. 
which is a contradiction. 
We are now in a position to obtain a contradiction. Since (ha)” = (ha)-l 
the two elements ha and h generated a dihedral subgroup D of G which, by 
Lemma 4.24 has order 16. Now a = h.hu so that a E D. Moreover, a is not a 
power of ha so that a has 4 conjugates in D. Hence a has at least four con- 
jugates in G and since N(K) Q G and a E G - N(K), each of these is 
contained in G - K. Hence, by the property T3 , H contains at least 4 ele- 
ments which contradicts Lemma 4.24. This proves Theorem 4.1. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Throughout the section we will 
assume that the hypotheses of this Theorem are satisfied. 
LEMMA 5.1. N(K) = K. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. G is doubly transitive on the right cosets of K in G. 
Proof. By 3.6 and 5.1 we have G = Ku K + K. 
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LEMMA 5.3. K n Ka = Z(G). 
Proof. Suppose x E Ka. Then K” = Ka so that by Lemma 3.10 
C(x) n K _C K n KO. But, by Lemma 3.2, K = N(C(x) n K) and by the 
assumptions of Theorem 2, H n Ka = 1. Hence C(x) n K = K n Ka 
because G is finite. Now G is doubly transitive on the right cosets of K in G 
so that K is a maximal subgroup of G. Hence, the elements of Ka generate G. 
Thus K n Ka _C Z(G) and clearly Z(G) C K n Ka. 
LEMMA 5.4. H is Abelian. 
Proof. If h, , hrh E H, h, f 1, then by the property T3, there exists 
x E Ha with the property hlx = hlh. B y L emma 3.9, x E K so that by assump- 
tion x = 1. Hence h, = hlh so that H is Abelian. 
LEMMA 5.5. K/Z(G) is Abelian. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7, 5.3 and the assumption that H n K@ = 1 we 
have K/Z(G) is isomorphic to H. 
The Proof of Theorem 2 
Consider G/Z(G) = G/K n Ka. G is doubly transitive on the right cosets 
of K in G so that G/K n K” is doubly transitive on the right cosets 
of K/K n Ka in G/K n Ka. Moreover the only elements of G which fix two 
cosets of K are the elements of the conjugates of K n Ka, i.e., the elements of 
KnKa. 
Thus the only elements of G/K n Ka which fixes two cosets of K/K n Ka 
is the identity K n Ka. Moreover, K/K n Ka is Abelian so that, by the 
method of Zassenhaus [4], G/Z(G) is isomorphic to a group S(2,F) over a 
field F. 
This proves Theorem 2. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
LEMMA 6.1. N(K) = K and N(H) = K. 
Proof. The fact that N(K) = K follows from Theorem 4.1. Suppose 
x E N(H). Then Hx C K so that, by Lemma 3.4, x E N(K) = K. Hence 
N(H) = K. 
LEMMA 6.2. G is doubly transitive on the right cosets of K in G. 
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Proof. By Lemmas 3.6 and 6.1 we have G = KaK + K. 
There is another way of looking at this fact. G may be regarded as a per- 
mutation group on the subgroups of G which are conjugate to K. If  g E G, g 
corresponds to the permutation K” ---f Kzg. Because N(H) = K, G may also 
be regarded as a permutation group on the subgroups of G which are con- 
jugate to H. Clearly these three representations are permutation isomorphic 
and will be considered to be interchangeable. However, we will state theorems 
on these representations in terms of the right cosets of K. 
LEMMA 6.3. His transitive on the right cosets of K which are not equal to K. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 6.2. 
Our immediate objective now is to prove that H n Ha = 1. This is the 
statement of Theorem 6.21. 
We now make the following definitions: n = (G; K), 01 = 1 H n K” 1 . 
LEMMA 6.4. a E N(H n Ha) and ha = h-l for each h E H n Ha. 
Proof. Since a2 = 1 we have (H n Ha)” = H n Ha so that 
a E N(H n Ha). Put A = H n Ha + a(H n Ha). Then A is a subgroup of 
G, and if h E H n Ha, h f  1, then ah f  a and ah E a(H n Ha). Hence a has 
/ H n H” 1 conjugates in a(H n Ha) so that this set consists entirely of 
conjugates of a. In particular, a(H n Ha) consists entirely of involutions so 
that the result follows. 
LEMMA 6.5. H n Ha is Abelian of odd order. 
Proof. By 6.4 the mapping h --+ h-l is an automorphism of H n Ha so 
that this group is Abelian. Suppose h is an involution of H n Ha. Then 
ha = h which contradicts Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA~.~. IfbEG,HbfH,Hb#H”,thenHnHanHb=l. 
Proof. Since G is doubly transitive on the right cosets of K in G, G is 
transitive on the right cosets of K n K” in G. Now H 4 K, so that a has a 
conjugate c with the property HC = Hb and by Lemma 6.4, we have hC = h-l 
for each h E H n Hb. Now suppose h E H n Ha n Hb, h f  1. Then ha = h-l 
and hc = h-l. Thus ca-l E C(h) C K by Lemma 3.1. Hence c E Ku so that 
KC = K@ which is a contradiction. Thus H n Ha n Hb = 1. 
LEMMA 6.7. If  h, h, E H, h, # 1, k E K and hy = hlk, then ha E Ha n K. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses, hak-l E C(h,) C K by Lemma 3.1. Hence 
h”EKk = K. 
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LEMMA 6.8. 1 H 1 = (n - 1) LY. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.3, H is transitive on the right cosets of K which are 
not equal to K. By definition / H n Ka 1 = OL so that 1 H 1 = (n - 1)~. 
LEMMA 6.9. H - Ka intersects n - 2 classes of K. 
Proof. By 6.7, each class of K which intersects H - K” contains 
/H”nK/ = lHnK”1 = 01 members of H-Ku. But, by Lemma 6.8 
I H - K” / = (n - 2)~ so that the result follows. 
LEMMA 6.10. If  g E G - K and g is conjugate to an element of Ha, theng is 
conjugate to an element of Ha _ K. 
Proof. By hypothesis, g E Hb for some b E G, where Hb f  H. Now, by 
Lemma 6.3, H is transitive on the conjugates of H which are not equal to 
H. Hence there exists h E H with the property (Hb)h = Ha. Then gh E Ha 
and since h E K, gh $ K. 
In the following we will write M for H n Ku. Thus Mu = Ha n K. 
LEMMA 6.11. MMa is a subgroup of K n K”. 
Proof. M 4 K n Ku and Ma 4 K n Ku so that the result follows. 
LEMMA 6.12. (MMa)a = MMa and MMa + MMaa is a subgroup of G. 
Proof. Since a2 = 1. 
LEMMA 6.13, MMa/M n Ma is the direct product of M/M n Ma and 
Ma/M n Ma. Moreover, if h, , h, E M, h,h2a E h2ah,(M n Ma). 
Proof. MMa is a group, M 4 MM”, Ma 4 MMa so that the result 
follows. 
LEMMA 6.14. If  y  E MMaa, then hy” E h(M n Ma) for each h E M. 
Proof. Suppose h E M. Then by the property T3 there exists hla E Ha 
such that yh; = yh. Thus blah-l E C(y) so that hla E Mu. Now (h,Wl)r = 
blah-l so that by 6.13, hf’(h-l)y = blah-l E h-lha(M n Mu). Also, ay E MM= 
so that hy E M and (h-l)r E Ma. Hence, by Lemma 6.13, hyY E h-l(M n Ma) 
and (h-l)? E hla(M n Mu). Thus (h-l)?” E hyY(M n Ma) = h-l(M n Ma). 
The result follows. 
LEMMA 6.15. M/M n Ma is Abelian. 
Proof. Suppose h, h, EM. Then h,a E MMaa so that, by Lemma 6.14, 
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hfhla)’ E h(M r\ Ma) i.e., hh *’ 1 1 E h(M n Ma) as a2 = 1. Hence, by Lemma 
6.13, hhl E h(M n Ma) which proves the result. 
LEMMA 6.16. MMa/M n Ma is Abelian. 
Proof. By Lemmas 6.13 and 6.15. 
LEMMA~.~~. IfIHnEP~>l,then 
N(HnZP) =KnP+(KnIP)a. 
Proof. By 6.6 we have H n Ha n Hb = 1 if Hb is different from each of 
H and Ha. Hence if H n Ho # 1 and (H n Ha)” = H n Ha, then either 
Hx=HandHax=HaorHx=HaandHax=H.HencexEKnKa+ 
(K n Ka) a. 
LEMMA 6.18. If hEHnHa, gf 1, hEG and hgEHnHa, then 
g E N(H n Ha). 
Proof. We have hg E H n Ha n Hg n Hag so that, by Lemma 6.6 either 
H = Hg and Ha = Hag or H = Ha9 and Ha = HO. The result follows. 
LEMMA 6.19. If h E H n Ha, h f: 1, g E G and hg E H n Ha, then either 
there exists k E K n Ka with the property hk = hg OY there exists k E K n Ka 
with the property (h-l)” = ho. 
Proof. By 6.17 and 6.18, either g E K n Ka or g E (K n Ka) a. In the 
first case, take k = g, and in the second take k = ga-l. 
LEMMA 6.20. If b E G - K, then H n Hb C Ka. 
Proof. Suppose that the order of H n Hb - Ka is y > 0. Put 
j3=IHnHbj and recall that ol=IHnKa[.PutB=UgEGH9. The 
Lemma is proved by counting the number of elements in B - Ku in two 
ways. By 6.6 it follows that the number of elements of H which are conjugate 
in G to an element of H n Hb - KQ is (n - 1) y. Hence, by Lemmas 6.8, 
6.9 and 6.19, the number of classes of G which intersect H n Hb - Ka is 
&(n - 1) a-5. Also, the number of elements of H - Ku which are not 
conjugate to an element of H n Hb - K” is (n - 2) (Y - (n - 1) y. Hence, 
by 6.8 and 6.9, the number of classes of K which intersect H n Hb - Ka is 
(n - 2) - (n - 1) CC+. But each of these elements is contained in H and 
in no other conjugate of H so that each of these classes is a class 
of G. Thus the total number of classes of G which intersect H - Ka 
is (n - 2) - *(n - 1) a-9. But, by the property T3, each class contains 
1 Ha 1 = (n - 1) cy elements outside Ka so that the order of B - Km is 
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(n - l)(n - 2) c1 - $(n - 1)” y. On the other hand, the order of each Hc is 
(n - 1) (II, the order of each HC n Ha, Hc f Hd is /I and HC n H* n He = 1 
if each of these subgroups is different. Hence the order of B is 
n(n - 1) 01 - $n(n - 1)(/3 - 1) - (?z - 1). 
Also the order of B n K is (n - 1) (Y + (n - 1)(0l - /3). Thus we obtain the 
equation 
(n - l)(n - 2)” - 3(?2 - 1)” 01y = ?z(?z - l)a - +z(n - l)@ - 1) 
- (n - 1) - (n - 1)X - (?z - l)(ol - /3). 
Therefore (n - 1) y = (n - 2)(/I - 1). But g.c.d. (n - 1, n - 2) = 1 so 
thatfi-1 =n--l,y=n-2.Hence/3-~=2.Butp--ristheorder 
of H n Hb n Ka so that H n Hb contains an involution which contradicts 
Lemma 6.5. This proves the result. 
THEOREM 6.21. H n Ha = 1. 
Proof. The argument of 6.20 is valid even in the case when y = 0. In 
this case, the final equation of the proof of that Lemma becomes 
(n - 2)(,5? - 1) = 0. N owHnKaf1sothatn>2.Hencefi=1.Thus 
HnHb=lsothatHnHa=l. 
Our next step is to prove 
THEOREM 6.22. Either K n Ka ~3 K or K n Ku is its own normalizer in 
K. 
Proof. We will assume that K n Ka is a proper subgroup of 
N(K n Ka) n K and prove that K n Ka 4 K. 
(1) H n Kb C N(K n Ka) for each b E G. 
Consider L = N(K n Ku) n H. If h EL - Ka, h, E H and hhl $ P, then 
by Lemma 3.9, there exists h,” E Ha n K with the property hhl = hh”a . But 
h, h2a E N(K n Ka) so that hhl E N(K n Ka). Hence h EL - KG, h E H 
imply h”l EL. By assumption L - Ku is not empty so that L - Ka generates 
L. Hence L Q H. Suppose b E G - K. Now H is transitive on the subgroups 
of G which are conjugate to K but not equal to K. Hence H n Kb is conjugate 
inHtoM.ButMCLandLqHsothatHnKbCL. 
(2) If b E G - K, then K n Kb C N(K n P). 
If Kb = Ka the result is obvious. If Kb + Ka then there exists ha E Ha - K 
with the property Kb = Kh”. Then 
K n Kb = K n Kh” = [C(ha) n K][H n Kh”j 
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by Lemma 3.10. But, by Lemma 3.1 C(P) c IP so that 
Hence the result follows. 
(3) N(KnK=)nKaK. 
I f  L = N(K n Ka) n H, then clearly N(K n KG) n K = L(K n Ka). 
I f  hEH, then as in (l)Lh =L. Also (KnK@)h = KnPhCN(KnKa) 
by (2). Hence [iV(K n ZP) n Klh = N(K n Km) n K. But K = (K n Ku) N 
so that the result follows. 
(4) M 4 K. 
Since M = H n Ka, it is clear that L C N(M), so that 
N(K n Ku) n K _C N(M). 
Also, by (3), N(K n Ku) n K C N(M”) for each R E K. Suppose k E K and 
h E IUk - Ka. Now if hla E Ha n K then clearly hhy E Mk - Ka so that 
M” - Ku contains at least ) Ha n K / elements. But this is a contradiction 
as 1 Mk ) = / Ha n K 1 . Hence, for each k E K, M” C Ka. But H Q K so 
that Mk C H. Hence Mk C H n Ka = M. This proves (4). 
(5) If  b E G then Mb C K n Ku. 
I f  b E K then the result follows by (4). I f  b = a the result is obvious. But 
K and a generate G so that the result follows. 
(6) KnK”aK. 
Suppose k E K - Ka. Then by Lemma 3.10, 
Kn KQ = [C(k)n Ka][Han K]. 
But C(k)k = C(k) and (Ha n K)” = Mak C K n Ku by (5). Hence 
K n Ku 4 K. This proves Theorem 6.22. 
We now split our proof into two cases according to the possible alternatives 
given by Theorem 6.22. 
Case I. K n K0 Q K 
In this case we notice first that K n Ka = (K n Ku)” 4 Ka. But K and 
Ku generate G so that K n Ka Q G. Moreover, by 6.2, it follows that 
G/K n Ka is doubly transitive on the cosets of K in G and only the identity 
fixes two cosets. 
If  h E H - P and k E K then hk E H - Ku so that by Lemma 3.9 there 
exists h,a E Ha n K with the property hhi = hk. But clearly h? E h(K n KG) 
so that hk E h(K n K”). But K = H.(K n K”) so that K/K n Ka is Abelian. 
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We now apply the method of Zassenhaus (see [4]) and find that G/K n K” 
is isomorphic to a group of similarity mappings over a field. 
CaseII.N(KnKa)nK=KnKa 
From now on we will assume that G has this property. 
For future convenience we now notice 
LEMMA 6.23. MM” is Abelian. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.16 and Theorem 6.21. 
We now proceed. 
LEMMA 6.24. N(M) = K n Ku. 
Proof. First N(M) C K f orifbEN(M),bEG-K,thenMZHnHb 
which contradicts Theorem 6.21. Suppose k E N(M) n K and consider 
ka. Kka = Ka so that K n Ka = [C(ka) n K] M. But clearly Ku leaves 
C(ka) n K fixed and Mka = Ma since k E N(M). Hence Mka C K n Ka so 
that (K n Ka)ka = K n Ka. But a E N(K n K”) so that k E N(K n K”) n K = 
K n Ka by hypothesis. This proves Lemma 6.24. 
LEMMA 6.25. If h E H - Ka and x E Ma, then h-lhx E H - Ka. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e., there exists x E Ma and h E H - Ka 
such that h--W” EM. Suppose x E Ma. Now, by Lemma 6.22, MMa is 
Abelian so that (h-lhz)z = h-lh”. Thus h(h-l)z = hZ(h-l)zZ = (h(h-l)*)“, 
also by Lemma 6.22. Hence h(h-l)z E C(x) c Ku. Hence h(h-l)* EM. Hence 
for every z E Ma, h(h-l)” E M. i.e., for every such x, h” E Mh. But 
/ Mh / = 1 M 1 = 1 MQ j so that Mh consists exactly of the conjugates of h in 
H which are not contained in M. Hence if h, E M then h, = h;‘h, where h, 
and h, are conjugates of h in H - Ku and if h, and h, are conjugates of h in 
H - K” then h$h, E M. Suppose h, = h$h, E M. Then hlh = (h;l)h h,* so 
that h,* E M. Hence h E N(M) - M which contradicts Lemma 6.24. This 
proves 6.25. 
LEMMA 6.26. a < n - 2. 
Proof. Suppose h E H - M. Then by Lemma 6.25 each h” where 
x E Ma is contained in a different coset of M in H. There are n - 2 such 
cosets so that the result follows. 
LEMMA 6.27. Only the identity qf Ma fixes three cosets of Ka in G. 
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Proof. If x E Ma and x fixes a coset of Ka not equal to Ka or Kaa then x 
fixes a coset of the form Kah where h E H - M. This contradicts Lemma 6.25. 
LEMMA 6.28. I f  Kb, Kc and K are three d$m-nt conjugates of K then 
HnKbnKc= 1. 
Proof. H n Kb is a conjugate in G of Ma = Ha n K so that if 
H n Kb n Kc # 1 there is a g E G such that Ma n KQ # 1. This contradicts 
Lemma 6.27. 
LEMMA 6.29. H is a Frobenius group. 
Proof. H is transitive on the conjugates of K which are not equal to K, 
and by Lemma 6.28, only the identity of H fixes two such subgroups. 
LEMMA 6.30. H is doubly transitive. 
Proof. Suppose Mhl and Mha are two conjugates of M in H. Then, by 
Lemma 6.29, there exists ha E Ma such that Mhlh” = Mh*. ha is obviously 
unique so that M has OL + 1 conjugates in H. But by 6.29, M has n - 1 
conjugates in H. Hence 01 = n - 2 i.e., / M 1 = n - 2 which proves the 
result. 
LEMMA 6.31. G is triply transitive. 
Proof. G is doubly transitive so that the result follows from Lemma 6.30. 
LEMMA 6.32. I f  K, Ka and Kb are all different, then K n Ka n Kb is the 
centre of G. 
Proof. By Lemma 6.30 there exists h E H such that Kb = Kah. Now, if 
k E (K n Ka)* then clearly Kak = Kah = Kb. But 
K n Ka = (Ha n K)(C(k) n K”) 
by Lemma 3.10. Also, by Lemma 6.28, HQ n K n Kah = 1 so that 
K n Ku n Kb = C(k) n Ku. But by Lemma 6.31, K n Ka is a maximal 
subgroup of K so that (K n Ka) h generates K. Hence K n Ka n Kb is 
contained in the centre of K. Clearly, by symmetry, K n Ka n Kb is con- 
tained in the centre of Ka, But K and Ka generate G so that the result follows. 
LEMMA 6.33. G/Z(G) is isomorphic to a group PGL(2, F). 
Proof. Since Z(G) C K n Km, G/Z(G) is doubly transitive. Also 
K = Z(G).H, Z(G) n H = 1 and H is doubly transitive. Hence G/Z(G) is 
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triply transitive. Moreover, Z(G) = K n Ku n Kb so that only the identity 
of G/Z(G) fixes two symbols. H n Ka is the stabilizer of the subgroups K 
and K", H n K" is Abelian. We now apply the method of Zassenhaus to 
obtain the result. 
Theorem 1 is now proved by Lemma 6.33 and the remarks under Case I. 
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